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Many hearing-impaired listeners suffer from distorted auditory processing capabilities. This study
examines which aspects of auditory coding~i.e., intensity, time, or frequency! are distorted and how
this affects speech perception. The distortion-sensitivity model is used: The effect of distorted
auditory coding of a speech signal is simulated by an artificial distortion, and the sensitivity of
speech intelligibility to this artificial distortion is compared for normal-hearing and
hearing-impaired listeners. Stimuli~speech plus noise! are wavelet coded using a complex
sinusoidal carrier with a Gaussian envelope~1

4 octave bandwidth!. Intensity information is distorted
by multiplying the modulus of each wavelet coefficient by a random factor. Temporal and spectral
information are distorted by randomly shifting the wavelet positions along the temporal or spectral
axis, respectively. Measured were~1! detection thresholds for each type of distortion, and~2!
speech-reception thresholds for various degrees of distortion. For spectral distortion,
hearing-impaired listeners showed increased detection thresholds and were also less sensitive to the
distortion with respect to speech perception. For intensity and temporal distortion, this was not
observed. Results indicate that a distorted coding of spectral information may be an important factor
underlying reduced speech intelligibility for the hearing impaired. ©2001 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1378345#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Ky, 43.71.An, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Mk@RVS#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The difficulty hearing-impaired listeners have in pe
ceiving speech in noise has been the subject of many in
tigations, but is still not entirely understood. Although au
bility plays an important role, several studies have sho
that this cannot explain the whole problem@see, e.g., Moore
~1996! or Noordhoeket al. ~2000!#. These studies have dem
onstrated that factors apart from reduced audibility, cal
suprathreshold deficits, degrade speech processing. Sup
reshold deficits can distort the auditory processing of eit
intensity, time, or frequency information, or a combinati
of these types of information. For example, excessive
ward and backward masking are consequences of sup
reshold deficits that may be reduced to a single factor
distorted temporal coding; excessive upward and downw
spread of masking may be related to distorted spectral c
ing. Impaired loudness perception probably relates to a
torted representation of intensity information. This stu
evaluates these three types of information. The aim is
investigate how reduced speech intelligibility relates to d
torted coding of intensity, time, or frequency.

Auditory coding cannot be manipulated directly. How

a!Part of the results was presented at the Joint ASA/EAA/DEGA Mee
‘‘Berlin 99’’ @Collected papers from the joint meeting ‘‘Berlin 99,
Deutsche Gesellschaft fu¨r Akustik, Oldenburg#.

b!Current address: Philips Research Laboratories, Digital Signal Proce
~WY 82!, Prof. Holstlaan 4, 5656 AA Eindhoven, The Netherlands; el
tronic mail: Nicolle.van.Schijndel@philips.com

c!Electronic mail: JM.Festen@azvu.nl
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ever, one can investigate the differences in auditory fu
tions among hearing-impaired subjects on specific audit
tests related to accuracy of intensity, time, or frequency c
ing, and correlate these with their speech-perception per
mance. In several studies this correlation approach was
plied, concentrating on the role of reduced temporal
spectral resolution. The role of reduced temporal resolut
in reduced speech intelligibility in noise is not yet clear.
some studies a significant correlation between speech in
ligibility and temporal resolution was found~Tyler et al.,
1982; Dreschler and Plomp, 1985; Moore and Glasbe
1987!; in other studies this was not so~Festen and Plomp
1983; van Rooij and Plomp, 1990!. With respect to reduced
spectral resolution, in most studies a significant correlat
with speech intelligibility was found~Pattersonet al., 1982;
Festen and Plomp, 1983; Dreschler and Plomp, 1985; Ho
1987!. On the other hand, this was not the case in a few ot
studies~van Rooij and Plomp, 1990; Smoorenburg, 1992!.

The correlation approach results in statistical relatio
between reduced speech perception and suprathreshold
cits. A drawback of this approach is that one cannot exclu
that an underlying common factor causes the observed
relation. For example, if a correlation between speech in
ligibility and spectral resolution is observed, an underlyi
common factor can be the hearing threshold. Then, hig
hearing thresholds instead of reduced frequency select
may cause reduced speech perception. In different stud
underlying factors probably had different effects, which m
explain the different results. Relations between distorted
ditory coding and speech perception can be investigated
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more direct way using the distortion-sensitivity model~Hout-
gast, 1995; van Schijndelet al., 2001!.

Under the distortion-sensitivity model~Fig. 1!, the rela-
tion between speech intelligibility and distortedauditory
coding is studied by simulating the effect of the audito
deficit byartificial distortion of the speech signal. The idea
that removing cues that are not perceived by the hea
impaired will not affect their performance. Performance
measured as a function of distortion, and compared
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners. Two tre
may be observed:convergence~dotted and solid lines! or no
convergence~dashed and solid lines!. In the convergence
case, hearing-impaired listeners are less sensitive to the
tortion than normal-hearing listeners. Then, it may be c
cluded that the artificial distortion relates to distorted au
tory coding that impedes performance. The artific
distortion affects the sound characteristics in the same
as the auditory deficits. In the no-convergence case, hea
impaired listeners are as sensitive to the distortion as norm
hearing listeners, indicating that the artificial distortion h
no relation to the hearing deficits causing difficulties
speech perception. In the no-convergence case, performa
of the normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners will r
parallel, or may even diverge. Divergence will be discus
in more detail in Sec. III C 2. A few studies~Duquesnoy and
Plomp, 1980; ter Keurset al., 1993; Turneret al., 1995; van
Schijndelet al., 2001! used the principles of the distortion
sensitivity model so far, but they did not explicitly expla
their results in terms of the model, except the last study.

In van Schijndelet al. ~2001! the distortion-sensitivity
model was used with respect to the coding of intensity inf
mation. It was concluded that reduced intensity coding ac
racy may partly explain impaired speech perception.

With respect to the coding of temporal information, D
quesnoy and Plomp~1980! measured speech reception
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners as a func
of reverberation time. Their results show that hearin
impaired listeners are as sensitive to reverberation as nor
hearing listeners. In terms of the distortion-sensitivity mod
this leads to the conclusion that speech-perception probl
are not caused by a deficit that introduces a delay to part
the speech energy, as distorted temporal coding may do

With respect to coding of spectral information, ter Keu
et al. ~1993! compared the effect of reduced spectral contr

FIG. 1. Illustration of the distortion-sensitivity model. Performance
hearing-impaired listeners as a function of distortion is compared with
of normal-hearing listeners~solid line!. The possible outcome of such a
experiment is ‘‘convergence’’~dotted and solid lines! or ‘‘no convergence’’
~dashed and solid lines!.
530 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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on speech perception in normal-hearing and heari
impaired listeners. They concluded that ‘‘limited resolutio
of spectral contrast is only loosely associated with hear
loss for speech in noise.’’ Turneret al. ~1995! compared
speech reception of hearing-impaired and normal-hearing
teners for unprocessed speech and for speech of which s
tral cues were removed. For the original speech, hear
impaired listeners had lower speech-intelligibility scor
than the normal-hearing listeners. However, for speech w
out spectral cues, hearing-impaired listeners understoo
well as normal-hearing listeners. In terms of the distortio
sensitivity model, this convergence indicates that the redu
speech intelligibility by hearing-impaired listeners is relat
to a degraded processing of spectral cues. It should be m
tioned that this is our interpretation of the data. Turneret al.
were interested in the ability of hearing-impaired listeners
use temporal cues. Their conclusion, not in conflict w
ours, is that the temporal accuracy of speech coding
hearing-impaired listeners is not impaired in terms of spe
recognition.

The studies mentioned previously obtained data that
be analyzed in terms of the distortion-sensitivity model. T
effects of distortion of intensity, time, and frequency info
mation on speech perception were studied in isolation,
though these three domains are not completely independ
Manipulation in one domain will affect the other domain
For example, spectral smearing introduces temporal sm
ing and vice versa. In Sec. II A 4, this will be illustrate
Awareness of these unwanted by-products of the spe
processing algorithm is important. Therefore, in the pres
study, the interdependency of the intensity, time, and f
quency domains was taken into account.

In short, this study addresses which domains in audit
coding ~i.e., intensity, time, or frequency! cause speech
perception problems for hearing-impaired listeners. First
is investigated which sound domains are less clearly p
ceived by hearing-impaired listeners. For this, detect
thresholds for artificially applied distortions of intensit
time, or frequency are measured. If a particular type of
formation is less clearly perceived by hearing-impaired
teners, the detection thresholds for the distortion of this
formation will probably be higher. The influence of distorte
coding on speech perception was investigated by mean
the distortion-sensitivity model. Speech intelligibility is me
sured as a function of the degree of artificial distortion
intensity, time, or frequency information. Comparison of t
performance for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired list
ers may provide insight into the role of reduced accuracy
auditory coding as a possible explanation for the degra
performance of the hearing impaired.

II. METHOD

A. Degradation of intensity, time, and frequency
information

In this study, a sound-processing algorithm is used
degrade artificially the intensity, time, and frequency cont
of speech. The degradation is intended to simulate the eff
of distorted auditory coding. By means of the speec

at
van Schijndel et al.: Coding accuracy and speech perception
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sity,
reception threshold test~SRT, Sec. II D 3 a!, speech intelligi-
bility of sentences was measured as a function of app
artificial distortion. In order to simulate auditory coding,
perceptually relevant spectro-temporal decomposition
recomposition method was developed. This method was
used in van Schijndelet al. ~2001!, and is described in the
following.

1. Spectro-temporal decomposition and
recomposition

To model auditory spectro-temporal coding, soun
were described in the time–frequency domain by means
wavelet transform. Compared with the short-time Four
transform, the wavelet transform matches auditory sys
coding more closely because it uses a logarithmic freque
scale~e.g., Rioul and Vetterli, 1991!. An important criterion
in the choice of the mother wavelet is its spectral and te
poral width. Results of van Schijndelet al. ~1999! suggest
that a Gaussian-windowed sinusoid with a shape factor
tween 0.15 and 0.3 roughly matches the auditory tim
frequency window. Therefore, as the prototype analy
function, a Gaussian wavelet was chosen. The Gaus
wavelet is a complex sinusoidal carrier with a Gaussian
velope:

s~ t !5Aa f 0 exp~ i2p f 0t !exp~2p~a f 0t !2!, ~1!

in which f 0 is the carrier frequency,a is the shape factor
and Aa f 0 normalizes the energy of the analysis functio
This time–frequency window has an effective bandwidth
D f5a f 0 and an effective duration ofD t51/(a f 0) ~Gabor,
1947!. The effective bandwidth of the analysis function w
set to 1

4 octave@roughly equal to the auditory critical ban
~Scharf, 1970!#. This corresponds to a shape factora
50.1735. As a result, the effective duration of the tim
frequency window is 5.76 ms at 1 kHz~1.44 ms at 4 kHz!.
The effective number of periods contained within the Gau
ian envelope equals 5.8~i.e., 1/a!.

This Gaussian wavelet was used to construct a wav
decomposition that covers the time–frequency plane. Sh
of this prototype analysis function cover the temporal ran
scales of the prototype function cover the spectral range.
scaling is controlled by varying the carrier frequencyf 0 . The
decomposition results in complex wavelet coefficien
which can be characterized by a modulus, a phase, a
position in the time–frequency plane.

For simultaneous sampling in time and frequency,
Nyquist sampling theorem was applied twice~Allen, 1977;
Allen and Rabiner, 1977!. The sampling interval was base
on the temporal and spectral range over which the Gaus
wavelet is essentially different from zero. Since the Gauss
wavelet does not have compact support1 in time, or in fre-
quency, the range between the points that were 25 dB d
from the peak was taken as the range over which the wind
is significant, i.e., essentially different from zero. Thus, o
side these 25-dB down points, the window is considered
be negligible. This definition corresponds to a duration
about twice the effective duration and a bandwidth of ab
twice the effective bandwidth. Application of this criterio
leads to a sampling of one wavelet per three periods of
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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wavelet carrier frequency along the time axis, and ei
wavelets per octave along the frequency axis. Theoretica
the number of complex coefficients needed to describe
signal using the 25-dB criterion for sampling is about tw
coefficients per input sample~Allen, 1977!. In this study, the
frequency of the signals was limited to the range from 250
4000 Hz. As a result, 1 s of speech~sampling frequency:
44.1 kHz; no information below 250 Hz or above 4 kH
preserved! was described by 163103 complex wavelet coef-
ficients.

Using these wavelet coefficients, sounds can be rec
structed by an overlap-add procedure. Theoretically, the
construction is not perfect. However, using the 25-dB cri
rion for sampling in time and frequency, little or no aliasin
occurs in either the time or the frequency domain. Adequ
sampling is important for two reasons~Allen and Rabiner,
1977!. First, the difference between the recomposed sig
and the original signal must not be noticeable to a listen
Second, in this study modifications to the spectro-tempo
decomposition of sound are performed. When modifying u
dersampled spectro-temporal representations of sound, i
actions between modification and window shape may oc
Such interactions will lead to unwanted by-products. As
result of the careful sampling in our decomposition and
composition scheme,~1! the difference between an origina
and a recomposed signal was very small and not notice
to the listener, and~2! the scheme is robust for interaction
between window shape and modifications in the decompo
signal.

Between decomposition and recomposition, the integ
of the intensity, time, or frequency information was reduc
to simulate poor auditory coding. Intensity degradation w
obtained by introducing uncertainty in the modulus of ea
wavelet coefficient. Temporal and spectral degradations w
obtained by introducing uncertainty in the temporal a
spectral position of each wavelet, respectively. In Fig. 2, t
is illustrated schematically. In the following paragraph
these different types of degradation will be explained
more detail. After the perturbation, the energy contained
each frequency band over the whole test sentence was s
to equal the original energy in that band. Since this stu

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the perturbation of the intensity, time,
spectral information. The Gaussian wavelets are symbolized by rectan
Each wavelet is given a random perturbation with respect to its inten
temporal position, or spectral position.
531van Schijndel et al.: Coding accuracy and speech perception
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aims at investigating speech-perception performance
noise, speech and noise were summed before processin

2. Degradation of the intensity accuracy

To degrade the accuracy of the intensity information,
modulus of the wavelet coefficients was perturbed~intensity
perturbation!. This was achieved by multiplying each wav
let coefficient by a random factor. As a result, silence w
remain silence after perturbation. The random perturba
factor« ~in dB! was chosen from a uniform distribution wit
zero mean and boundaries2 2LD/2 and 1LD/2. Thus the
modulus of each individual coefficient was multiplied by
different random factor 10«/20. The intensity perturbation
levels used in this study were moderate and the uncom
able loudness levels of the subjects were never approac

3. Degradation of the temporal accuracy

To degrade the accuracy of the temporal informati
the positions of the wavelets were shifted randomly along
temporal axis~temporal perturbation!. To avoid a degrada
tion of the accuracy of spectral information as much as p
sible, only the temporal envelope of the wavelets was d
placed, not the underlying fine structure. The new fi
structure was calculated by extrapolation of the original fi
structure to the new position of the envelope. As a result,
information contained within the original fine structure w
left unaffected. The position of the envelope of each wave
was shifted independently by a random value chosen fro
uniform distribution ranging from2TD/2 to 1TD/2. The
degree of temporal distortionTD is expressed in terms of th
duration of the wavelets~inversely proportional to the band
width!. If TD equals two wavelets, the maximal displaceme
along the time axis is one effective duration of the wave
from its original position. At 1 kHz, this is 5.76 ms; at 4 kH
this is 1.55 ms.

4. Degradation of the spectral accuracy

To degrade the accuracy of the spectral information,
position of each wavelet was shifted randomly along
spectral axis~spectral perturbation!. The positions of all
wavelet coefficients were shifted independently by a rand
value chosen from a uniform distribution ranging fro
2FD/2 to 1FD/2. The degree of spectral distortionFD is
expressed in octaves. IfFD50.5 octaves, the maximal dis
placement along the frequency axis is 0.25 octaves~equals
the effective bandwidth of the analysis window!.

After wavelet decomposition, the spectral information
the signal is not only encoded in the position of the wave
along the spectral axis, but also in the phase of the co
cients. The relative phases of the coefficients in each
quency band contain information about the spectral struc
within this band. The random shifts of the wavelet positio
along the spectral axis result in a smeared spectrum
bands. However, if the phase is kept intact, part of the sp
tral information within a band is reintroduced in the overla
add procedure by interactions between neighbor
wavelets.3 By distorting the phase information we tried
bypass this problem. The phase was distorted by a de
532 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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chronization of the regular pattern of the wavelet coefficie
along the temporal axis. This desynchronization was
tained by shifting the position of each wavelet~envelope plus
fine structure! along the temporal axis by a random valu
chosen from a uniform distribution ranging from20.0375 to
10.0375 of the wavelet bandwidth. In all conditions wi
spectral distortion including the spectral reference condit
~0-octaves spectral perturbation!, the phase was distorted i
this way.

In Fig. 3, the effect of distorting the spectral informatio
of an artificial vowel /a/ is illustrated. Panel~a! shows the
undistorted vowel. In panel~b!, the vowel is plotted in the
spectral reference condition. In this condition, the phase
the complex coefficients is distorted, but the positions of
wavelets along the spectral axis are retained. As a re
most of the spectral fine structure is lost, but the spec
envelope is intact. In panel~c!, the vowel is plotted in the
most severe spectral distortion condition used in this stu

FIG. 3. The effect of the artificial distortion of the spectral information
an artificial vowel/a/:~a! undistorted vowel,~b! spectral reference condition
~phase distorted!, ~c! spectral perturbation of 0.75 octaves~phase distorted
and spectrally perturbed!.
van Schijndel et al.: Coding accuracy and speech perception
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i.e., whenFD equals 0.75 octaves. The phase is distorted
in the reference condition, and in addition the wavelets w
shifted randomly over a maximum ofFD/2 along the spectra
axis. As a result, the spectral envelope is smeared alm
fully. Thus the overall spectral effect of the applied spect
uncertainty is a broadening of the spectral peaks.

As mentioned in Sec. I, degradation of the accuracy
the information of one domain is not possible without coll
eral degradation of the information of other domains. F
example, the degradation of the accuracy of the inten
information also affects the spectral and temporal conten
a signal. The effects of distortion of temporal information
spectral information and vice versa are illustrated in Fig
for a Gaussian-windowed sinusoid~center frequency
51 kHz; a50.1735!. This Gaussian tone pulse was wave
decomposed, followed by spectral or temporal degrada
of the wavelet coefficients, and recomposed. For recomp
tion of the unperturbed signal, the original wavelet coe
cients were used. Then, reconstruction is perfect~see Sec.
II A 1 !. The rms duration4 and rms bandwidth of this signa
are indicated by the closed circle with index ‘‘0.’’ If th
wavelet coefficients are perturbed, the reconstructed sign
different from the original signal. Temporal or spectral pe
turbation of the coefficients increase the duration and ba
width of the reconstructed signal. The effects of tempo
perturbation on the duration and bandwidth of the signal
represented by the other closed circles; the effects of
spectral perturbation are indicated by open circles. For e
degree of distortion, the perturbation procedure was app
to the input signal six times. Since the perturbation valu
are random values chosen from a uniform distribution,
equal degrees of distortion the increase will not be exa
the same. The error bars represent the standard deviatio
the resulting duration and bandwidth of the output signal

Looking at the effect of temporal perturbation, it can
observed that, when a temporal perturbation of three wa
lets is applied, both the rms duration and rms bandwidth
the Gaussian tone pulse increase. For the seven-wavelet
dition, the rms duration is longer than in the three-wave

FIG. 4. The effect of the nondeterministic perturbation process on the
duration~footnote 4! and rms bandwidth of a Gaussian-windowed tone w
a center frequency of 1 kHz and a shape factor of 0.1735, i.e., an effe
bandwidth of

1
4 octave. Closed and open symbols represent the values

responding to temporal perturbation and spectral perturbation, respect
The numbers represent the degree of perturbation~expressed in the numbe
of wavelets!. The error bars represent the standard deviation.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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condition, but the rms bandwidth is the same. Thus for te
poral perturbation up to three-wavelets, both the spectral
the temporal contrasts of sound are reduced. At that po
the spectral smearing reaches a maximum of about 0.25
taves. Beyond that, temporal perturbation only reduces
temporal contrasts while the spectral contrasts stay unalte

With respect to spectral perturbation, it should be no
that in all spectral conditions the phase was distorted. A
result, the duration and bandwidth of the Gaussia
windowed sinusoid in the spectral reference condition~open
circle ‘‘0’’ ! are larger than the duration and bandwidth of t
original signal ~closed circle ‘‘0’’!; the spectral reference
condition is slightly spectro-temporally smeared. The eff
of additional spectral perturbation is just a reduction of t
spectral contrasts, while the resulting~after phase distortion!
temporal contrasts are maintained.

B. Subjects

Twelve normal-hearing listeners, aged 20–63 years w
a mean age of 26 years, participated in the experiment. P
tone air-conduction thresholds of the normal-hearing list
ers did not exceed 15 dB HL at any octave frequency fr
250 to 4000 Hz. In addition, twenty-six sensorineura
hearing-impaired listeners took part in the experiment, a
24–67 years with a mean age of 48 years.5 Their intelligibil-
ity scores for monosyllabic words in quite were at least 75
correct. The pure-tone, air-conduction threshold in
hearing-impaired listener’s better-hearing ear was at leas
dB HL at one or more frequencies between 250 and 4
Hz. Thresholds of the better-hearing ear averaged over
1, and 2 kHz~the pure-tone average, or PTA! ranged from 17
to 70 dB HL, with a mean PTA of 50 dB HL. All listener
were native Dutch speakers.

C. Stimuli and apparatus

The speech stimuli consisted of sentences and wo
The sentence sets contained lists of 13 everyday Dutch
tences of eight to nine syllables read by a female and m
speaker~Versfeld et al., 2000!. The word sets consisted o
lists of balanced meaningful CVC words~Bosman and
Smoorenburg, 1995!.

Signals were played out over TDT~Tucker Davis Tech-
nologies! System II hardware. Stimuli were presented in t
middle of the dynamic range of each listener by frequen
shaping them using a programmable filter~TDT PF1!. The
stimuli were presented monaurally through Sony MD
V900 headphones. To avoid the risk of cross hearing,
listener’s better-hearing ear was tested. For calibrat
sound pressure levels of the stimuli were measured o
Brüel & Kjær type 4152 artificial ear with a flat-plat
adapter. The entire experiment was controlled by a perso
computer. Subjects were tested individually in a soundpr
room.

D. Procedures

First, the hearing threshold and the uncomfortable lo
ness level~UCL! of each listener were determined. In th
detection and intelligibility tests, sounds were adapted to
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ly.
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the dynamic range of each listener. To familiarize the s
jects with the procedure, a training session preceded
collection. All conditions were measured twice in order
determine measurement reliability. Speech intelligibil
tests were performed once using sentences spoken by
female talker and once using those by the male talker. In
distortion-sensitivity model, the performance for individu
hearing-impaired listeners is compared with that for norm
hearing listeners. Therefore, for all listeners, the same o
of conditions and sentence lists was used.

1. Threshold and UCL

The dynamic range of each listener was estimated
measuring the hearing threshold and the uncomfortable lo
ness level~UCL! for narrow bands of noise. The UCL wa
corrected for broadband stimulation, as described in the
lowing.

Thresholds and UCLs were measured using 1/3-oct
noise bands at center frequencies of 250, 500, 1000, 2
and 4000 Hz. Hearing thresholds were measured usin
Békésy tracking ~Yantis, 1994! procedure~300-ms noise
bursts; repetition rate 2.5 Hz; step size 1 dB!. The measure-
ment was ended after 11 level reversals. The average o
but the first reversal level was taken as the hearing thresh
Narrow-band UCLs were measured with 1/3-octave no
bursts that were presented with a 3-dB increase in level
each presentation~300-ms noise burst; repetition rate 1
Hz!. Listeners were asked to press a button when the n
bursts became uncomfortably loud. Then, the level of
noise burst was immediately diminished by a rand
amount between 21 and 30 dB, and the ascending proce
was repeated until six responses were obtained. The ave
of the levels at which the button was pushed was taken as
narrow-band UCL.

To correct the UCL for broadband stimulation, a 4
broadband noise burst was presented, spectrally shape
cording to the narrow-band UCLs and starting 40 dB bel
the narrow-band UCLs. The level of the broadband no
burst was gradually increased in steps of 5 dB. After e
presentation the listener was asked whether the signal
experienced as uncomfortably loud. If this was the case,
corresponding level was taken as the broadband UCL.

2. Detection threshold for distortion

The detection thresholds for the distortion of intensi
temporal, or spectral information were estimated us
words. A 3I-3AFC two-down one-up adaptive procedure w
used, leading to a 70.7% correct score. In each trial,
subject was presented with three signals, twice the refere
word and once the distorted word. The listener had to po
out the distorted signal. For each trial, a random choice
of 90 bandpass filtered~250–4000 Hz! preprocessed~at dif-
ferent degrees of distortion! words was loaded from disk
The difficulty of the task was increased by dividing the d
tortion factor by& following two consecutive correct re
sponses; the difficulty of the task was decreased by multi
ing the distortion factor by& following one incorrect
response. A transition from increasing to decreasing d
534 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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culty or vice versa defined a reversal. A run was ended a
20 reversals. The geometric mean of the last 16 reversals
used as an estimate of the detection threshold for distort
To define the experiment with respect to presentation le
all words were presented in the middle of the dynamic ran
of the listener, in noise with a speechlike spectrum~Wandel
and Goltermann RG-1! at a signal-to-noise ratio of 15 dB.

3. Speech intelligibility

a. Speech-reception threshold in noise for an adap
spectrum (SRTa).The speech-reception threshold~SRT! is
an estimate of the ability to perceive speech in daily l
~Plomp and Mimpen, 1979!. The SRT in noise is defined a
the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! at which 50% of the sen-
tences are reproduced correctly. The speech level is varie
an adaptive, up–down procedure with a step size of 2 dB
continuous stationary noise is presented from 500 ms be
to 500 ms after each sentence. In our experiments, sp
and noise are adapted to fit in the dynamic range of in
vidual listeners. This adapted speech-reception thresho
called SRTa. In the SRTa tests in this study, all stimuli we
bandpass filtered from 250 to 4000 Hz.

After a SRT test using undistorted speech, the SRTa
measured as a function of the degree of distortion~distortion-
sensitivity model!. The intensity-distortion conditions were
~undistorted!, 10, and 20 dB. The temporal-distortion cond
tions were 0~undistorted!, 3, and 7 wavelets. The spectra
distortion conditions were 0,14,

1
2, and 3

4 octave~recall that
wavelet phases were distorted in all spectral-distortion c
ditions!.

b. Speech-reception bandwidth threshold (SRBT).In
addition to the SRTa, the speech-receptionbandwidththresh-
old ~SRBT! was measured to estimate suprathreshold spe
processing. The SRBT measure of speech intelligibility wa
introduced by Noordhoeket al. ~1999!. The SRBT is highly
sensitive for suprathreshold deficits, as shown in a rec
study of Noordhoeket al. ~2000!.

The SRBT procedure is similar to the SRT procedur
except that the bandwidth~center frequency: 1 kHz! of the
undisturbed speech is varied instead of the level when e
mating the 50% intelligibility threshold. Complementa
shaped bandstop noise is added to the bandpass-filt
speech. Speech and noise are presented in the middle o
listener’s dynamic range.

E. Speech intelligibility index

To estimate the quality of speech processing of listen
the SRTa and SRBT data were converted to a speech int
ligibility index. The speech intelligibility index~SII! ~ANSI,
1997! is a physical measure of how much information
speech is available to the listener. The SII correlates hig
with speech intelligibility. To perceive speech, norma
hearing listeners need a certain amount of information wh
can be converted to a SII value. If hearing-impaired listen
need more information, this suggests that their speech
cessing is degraded. Thus elevated SII values are an ind
tion for a low speech processing quality. The SII model a
van Schijndel et al.: Coding accuracy and speech perception
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counts for hearing threshold, self-masking in speech, nor
upward spread of masking, and level distortion at high p
sentation levels. To calculate the SII, speech spectra, n
spectra, and hearing thresholds must be known. As m
tioned in Sec. II D 1, hearing thresholds were measured w
1/3-octave noise bands, using Be´késy tracking ~Yantis,
1994!. This procedure probably results in hearing thresho
that are systematically about 4 dB higher than the meth
on which the ISO~1961! threshold is based~Noordhoek
et al., 2000; Noordhoeket al., 2001!. Therefore, in the SII
calculations the internal noise level was lowered by 4 d
The band-importance function for speech material of aver
redundancy~Pavlovic, 1987! was used.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Detection thresholds

To obtain insight into which attributes of sound proce
ing are distorted for hearing-impaired listeners, detect
thresholds for the distortion of intensity, time, and frequen
information were measured. If the auditory coding of a p
ticular type of information is degraded, the detection thre
olds for the distortion of this type of information will prob
ably be higher.

1. Degradation of the intensity accuracy

For the normal-hearing listeners, the detection thre
olds for the intensity perturbation, described in Sec. II A
ranged from 13 to 23 dB, with a median of 17 dB. For t
hearing-impaired listeners, the detection thresholds ran
from 9 to 53 dB, with a median of 18 dB. The overa
~normal-hearing plus hearing-impaired listeners: 38 subje!
mean standard error of an individual detection threshold~two
measurements! was 3 dB. Individual detection thresholds a
shown in Fig. 5~a!. This figure will be explained in more
detail in Sec. III B. Some hearing-impaired listeners had
tection thresholds that were much larger than those for
normal-hearing listeners, but a Mann–WhitneyU test
showed that the difference in detection threshold between
group of normal-hearing and the group of hearing-impai
listeners was not significant.

2. Degradation of the temporal accuracy

For the normal-hearing listeners, the detection thre
olds for temporal perturbation ranged from 0.9 to 1.5 wa
lets, with a median of 1.1 wavelets; for the hearing-impai
listeners, the thresholds ranged from 0.6 to 7.4 wavel
again with a median of 1.1 wavelets. The mean stand
error of an individual detection threshold was 0.4 wavele
Individual detection thresholds are shown in Fig. 5~b!. This
figure will be explained in more detail in Sec. III B. A few
hearing-impaired listeners had detection thresholds that w
much larger than those for the normal-hearing listeners, b
Mann–WhitneyU test showed that the detection thresho
for the group of hearing-impaired listeners were not sign
cantly higher than those for the group of normal-hearing
teners.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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3. Degradation of the spectral accuracy

For the normal-hearing listeners, the detection thre
olds for spectral perturbation ranged from 0.22 to 0.39
tave, with a median of 0.26 octave. For the hearing-impai
listeners, the detection thresholds ranged from 0.17 to
octave, with a median of 0.36 octave. The mean stand
error of the individual detection threshold was 0.06 octa
Individual detection thresholds are shown in Fig. 5~c!. This
figure will be explained in more detail in Sec. III B. A
Mann–WhitneyU test showed that the detection thresho
for the group of the hearing-impaired listeners were sign
cantly (p,0.05) higher than those for the normal-heari
listeners.

In summary, with respect to the detection of distorti
of intensity and temporal information, no significant diffe
ence was observed between the group of normal-hearing
the group of hearing-impaired listeners. With respect to
detection of spectral distortion, a significant difference b
tween normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners w
observed. Thus spectral cues were probably less clearly
ceived by the hearing-impaired listeners.

B. Suprathreshold speech intelligibility

The aim of this study is to gain insight into the suprat
reshold speech processing problems of hearing-impaired
teners. Therefore, speech processing performance was
sured by means of the SRTa and SRBT tests. For the normal-
hearing listeners, the SRTa ranged from21.8 to 0.3 dB, with
a median of20.8 dB. For the hearing-impaired listeners, t
SRTa ranged from21.1 to 8.5 dB, with a median of 2.0 dB
The mean standard error of an individual SRTa~six measure-
ments! was 0.7 dB. The hearing-impaired listeners had s
nificantly higher SRTa’s than the normal-hearing listen
~Mann–WhitneyU test:p,0.05!. The SRBT for the normal-
hearing listeners ranged from 1.1 to 1.7 octave, with a m
dian of 1.6 octave. The SRBT for the hearing-impaired lis-
teners ranged from 1.5 to 3.4 octave, with a median of
octave. The standard error of an individual SRBT ~two mea-
surements! was 0.3 octave. The hearing-impaired listene
had significantly higher SRBT values than the normal
hearing listeners~Mann–WhitneyU test:p,0.05!.

For both the SRTa and the SRBT tests, hearing-impaired
listeners performed worse than normal-hearing listen
which confirms the problems hearing-impaired listeners h
in perceiving speech. To quantify the degree of deteriorat
of suprathreshold speech processing, the individual SR
and SRBT data were converted to SII units. For the norm
hearing listeners, the SII for the SRTa ranged from 0.36
0.42, with a median of 0.39; the SII for the SRBT ranged
from 0.26 to 0.39, with a median of 0.35. For the hearin
impaired listeners, the SII for the SRTa ranged from 0.37
0.54, with a median of 0.43; the SII for the SRBT ranged
from 0.32 to 0.52, with a median of 0.43. The individu
standard error of the SIISRTa ~six measurements! was 0.02.
The individual standard error of the SIISRBT ~two measure-
ments! was 0.05. Both the SIISRTa and the SIISRBT for the
hearing-impaired listeners were significantly higher th
535van Schijndel et al.: Coding accuracy and speech perception
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FIG. 5. Individual detection thresholds
for intensity ~a!, temporal ~b!, and
spectral~c! perturbation vs the speech
intelligibility index ~SII! correspond-
ing with the mean of SRTa score
~panel I! and SRBT scores~panel II!
for normal-hearing listeners~open
circles! and hearing-impaired listener
~closed circles!.
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those for the normal-hearing listeners~Mann–WhitneyU
test;p,0.05!.

The SII values of the hearing-impaired listeners indic
that their suprathreshold speech processing is clearly
torted. The next step is to explore what aspects of audi
coding are distorted. The detection threshold experime
suggest that hearing-impaired listeners perceive spectra
formation less clearly than normal-hearing listeners. In F
5~c! the individual detection thresholds for spectral pertur
tion are plotted as a function of the SIISRTa~panel I! and as a
function of the SIISRBT ~panel II!. Open symbols represen
the detection thresholds for the normal-hearing listen
closed symbols those for the hearing-impaired listeners.
figure shows a correlation between the SIIs and the detec
threshold for spectral perturbation. A statistical analy
~Spearman rank correlation! on the combined data for th
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners confirm
536 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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this: There is a significant (p,0.05) correlation of 0.5 be-
tween the detection threshold for spectral perturbation
SIISRTa, and a significant (p,0.05) correlation of 0.6 be-
tween the detection threshold and SIISRBT .

Also correlations between the SIIs and the detect
threshold for intensity and temporal perturbation were c
sidered. The individual detection thresholds for intensity a
temporal perturbation are plotted in Figs. 5~a! and ~b!, re-
spectively. Details are the same as in Fig. 5~c!. The Spear-
man rank correlation of the combined data for the norm
hearing and hearing-impaired listeners between the SIISRTa

and the detection thresholds for intensity and temporal p
turbation were significant. Both were 0.4 (p,0.05). The
Spearman rank correlations between the SIISRBT and the de-
tection thresholds for intensity and temporal perturbat
were not significant.

Summarizing, a correlation between the detect
van Schijndel et al.: Coding accuracy and speech perception
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FIG. 6. The median of SRTa value
for normal-hearing ~open symbols!
and hearing-impaired listeners~closed
symbols! as a function of distortion.
The error bars represent the interqua
tile ranges. Arrows indicate the me
dian of the detection threshold fo
each distortion for the normal-hearin
listeners ~open circle! and hearing-
impaired listeners~closed circle!: ~a!
distortion of intensity information;~b!
distortion of temporal information;~c!
distortion of spectral information.
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fine
threshold for the distortion of spectral information and t
SII was observed. With respect to the detection threshold
intensity and temporal perturbation, only the correlation w
the SIISRTa was significant. Thus distorted processing
spectral information by hearing-impaired listeners relates
tistically to their speech-processing deficits. With respec
the processing of intensity and temporal information, this
less clear. In Sec. III C, the relation between the audit
coding accuracy and reduced speech intelligibility is a
lyzed in a more direct way by means of the distortio
sensitivity model.

C. Distortion-sensitivity model: Group results

Applying the distortion-sensitivity model, the SRTa w
measured as a function of the artificial degradation of
spectro-temporal coding of sound, for normal-hearing a
hearing-impaired listeners. The results are plotted in Fig
The SRTa is plotted as a function of the degree of distort
of intensity information@panel ~a!#, temporal information
@panel ~b!#, and spectral information@panel ~c!#. Open and
closed circles represent the medians of the data for
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners, respectiv
The bars represent the interquartile ranges. The arrows
resent the medians of the detection thresholds for norm
hearing~open circle! and hearing-impaired listeners~closed
circle!.

1. Degradation of the intensity accuracy

For all levels of intensity degradation, the hearin
impaired listeners perform poorer than the normal-hear
listeners on the speech intelligibility tests@Fig. 6~a!#. The
difference in performance between normal-hearing a
hearing-impaired listeners appears to decrease somewha
function of the intensity distortion. However, a Mann
Whitney U test showed that this effect was not significa
This is in agreement with the lack of a significant differen
in detection thresholds for intensity distortion betwe
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners~Sec. III A 1;
medians of the groups represented by arrows!. The absence
of a difference in sensitivity between normal-hearing a
hearing-impaired listeners could be the result from the l
perturbation levels used in this study. Higher intensity d
tortion levels were not measured, because this leads to
wanted spectro-temporal by-products of the signal proc
ing ~see van Schijndelet al., 2001!. In conclusion, the results
do not show a relation between reduced speech intelligib
in noise and a distorted representation of intensity inform
tion.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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2. Degradation of the temporal accuracy

For all levels of temporal degradation, the medians
the SRTa’s for the hearing-impaired listeners are higher t
those for the normal-hearing listeners@Fig. 6~b!#. The perfor-
mances of normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listen
certainly do not converge as a function of temporal pert
bation. Instead the performances seem to diverge. This di
gence may be related to the fact that the hearing-impa
listeners have less information available from the other, n
perturbed cues. Let’s explain this by an example.

Assume as an extreme example that a hearing-impa
listener cannot use the spectral information in speech,
his/her processing of temporal information is as good as
of normal-hearing listeners. When all temporal informati
is removed from the speech, this hearing-impaired liste
cannot understand the speech. The reason is that he/s
deprived of both spectral and temporal cues. Normal-hea
listeners will also be bothered by the removal of tempo
information. However, they can still use the spectral info
mation. Thus, looking at the effect of distortion of tempor
information on speech intelligibility, performance of th
hearing-impaired listener will diverge compared to norm
hearing listeners. However, this divergence does not indic
that this hearing-impaired listener has problems to perce
temporal information. It simply indicates that this hearin
impaired listener has less information available from t
other, nonperturbed, cues.

To summarize, the difference in performance betwe
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners does not
crease as a function of temporal perturbation. Actually,
divergence suggests that other cues, not in the tempora
main, are processed less efficiently. In addition, the group
hearing-impaired listeners performed as well as the norm
hearing listeners on the temporal perturbation detection
~Sec. III A 2!. In conclusion, the results do not suggest
relation between reduced intelligibility in noise and a d
torted representation of temporal information.

3. Degradation of the spectral accuracy

For the most extreme spectral perturbation conditi
only the results using the male talker are used, because
male talker was just intelligible in this condition while th
female talker was not@see Fig. 6~c!#. The SRTa for the
normal-hearing listeners in the spectral reference conditio
about 3 dB~median value: 3.1 dB! higher than in the inten-
sity and temporal reference conditions, because the
structure was perturbed in all spectral conditions~Sec.
537van Schijndel et al.: Coding accuracy and speech perception
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FIG. 7. The individual sensitivities to
spectral perturbation for normal
hearing ~open symbols! and hearing-
impaired listeners~closed symbols! vs
the SIISRTa~panel I! and vs the SIISRBT

~panel II!.
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II A 4 !. The SRTa for the hearing-impaired listeners in t
spectral reference condition is about 2.5 dB~median value:
2.4 dB! higher than in the intensity and temporal referen
conditions. The difference in SRTa for original speech a
speech without fine structure tells something about the
of fine structure. For hearing-impaired listeners this elevat
is slightly less than for normal-hearing listeners, but this
not statistically significant. This suggests that perception
fine structure does not relate to speech-perception prob
of hearing-impaired listeners.

In the reference condition the median SRTa is higher
the hearing-impaired listeners than for the normal-hear
listeners. When spectral perturbation is applied, the per
mance for the hearing-impaired listeners converges tow
that for the normal-hearing listeners. At3

4 octave of spectra
perturbation, the performance for the hearing-impaired
teners equals that for the normal-hearing listeners. Ma
Whitney U Tests confirm the observed trends: at 0- and1

4-
octave perturbation the performance for the hearing-impa
listeners is significantly worse than that for the norm
hearing listeners (p,0.05), whereas at12 and at3

4 octave no
significant difference exists.

As already shown in Sec. II A, intensity, temporal, a
spectral information cannot be manipulated completely in
pendently. Perturbation in one domain will also affect t
other domains. However, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
spectral perturbation as applied in this study only had a n
ligible effect on the other domains. Therefore, it seems r
sonable to assume that effects present in Fig. 6~c! can be
accounted for by a distortion of only the spectral informati
in speech.

In this study, interdependency of intensity, time, and f
quency was only considered from a signal-processing p
of view. Also, another interdependency may exist, i.
within the auditory system. Indeed, a recent study of Loiz
et al. ~1999! demonstrated an interaction between intens
accuracy~expressed in terms of number of quantization le
els! and spectral accuracy~expressed in terms of number o
spectral channels!. This interdependency was not inves
gated in this study.

In summary, the detection threshold for spectral pert
bation is significantly higher for hearing-impaired listene
538 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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than for normal-hearing listeners; moreover, convergence
the speech-processing performance of normal-hearing
hearing-impaired listeners is observed. This strongly po
to a relation between a reduced intelligibility in noise and
distorted representation of spectral information.

D. Distortion-sensitivity model: Individual results

In the preceding section, the group results of t
distortion-sensitivity model for normal-hearing and hearin
impaired listeners were compared. Now, the individual
sults will be used to further examine the relation betwe
distorted coding of information and reduced speech intell
bility. As an estimate of individual performance, the sen
tivity to the distortion is taken. The sensitivity to the disto
tion of individual listeners is defined as the slope of t
linear regression line fitted through the individual SRTa v
ues for different degrees of distortion. It quantifies how se
sitive a listener is to the distortion of specific cues in spee
The underlying idea is that if a hearing-impaired listener
less sensitive to a particular artificial distortion than norm
hearing listeners, this artificially applied distortion probab
relates to the internal deficit causing his/her spee
perception problems. In this study two measures for supr
reshold speech-perception quality are used: SIISRBT and
SIISRTa. The relation between speech-perception quality a
the sensitivity to distortion of information will be evaluate

For intensity information, no correlation between th
sensitivity to the distortion and SIISRTa or SIISRBT was ob-
served in the individual data: the Spearman rank correla
between sensitivity to intensity distortion and SII w
20.3 (p50.09) for the SIISRTa, and20.3 (p50.1) for the
SIISRBT.6 For temporal information, sensitivities were n
considered, because of divergence~see Sec. III C 2!.

In Fig. 7, the sensitivity to distortion of spectral info
mation is plotted against the individual SIISRTa ~panel I! and
SIISRBT ~panel II!. Open symbols represent the data for t
normal-hearing listeners; closed symbols those for
hearing-impaired listeners.7 As is already clear from Fig.
6~c!, the median sensitivity of the hearing-impaired listene
is less than that of the normal-hearing listeners. No cl
trend between SIISRTa and sensitivity is shown@Spearman
van Schijndel et al.: Coding accuracy and speech perception
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rank correlation:20.2 (p50.2)#; however, there is a trend
between SIISRBT and sensitivity: The higher the SIISRBT, the
lower the sensitivity to spectral distortion@Spearman rank
correlation:20.6 (p,0.05)#.8

SIISRTa and SIISRBT show a different picture: The sens
tivity to spectral distortion is significantly correlated with th
SIISRBT, but not with the SIISRTa. This difference may be
explained by the different experimental setup: The spee
receptionbandwidth threshold is measured using bandpa
filtered speech signals embedded in complementary band
noise, whereas the speech-reception threshold test us
noise spectrum equal to the average speech spectrum. T
fore, the SRBT is probably more sensitive to excessi
spread of masking than the SRTa. As a result, the sensit
to spectral distortion is likely to relate more directly to th
SIISRBT than to the SIISRTa.

In summary, the individual results show a relation b
tween suprathreshold speech processing as quantified b
SIISRBT and the sensitivity to spectral distortion. This is
agreement with the observed relation between speech
cessing quality and the detection threshold for spectral
turbation ~Sec. III B!, and the observed convergence of t
performance for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired list
ers for increasing degrees of spectral distortion~Sec. III C 3!.
These results suggest that the auditory processing of spe
information of hearing-impaired listeners is distorted a
that this affects speech perception. The poorer the spe
coding, the more problems hearing-impaired listeners h
in perceiving speech.

The question remains whether distorted spectral audi
coding is the only cause of suprathreshold speech-proces
deficits. A considerable variance is present in the data of
7. This may be the result of measurement error, but this m
also be variance due to factors other than distorted codin
spectral information. By calculating the reliability~Nunnally,
1967! of the variables in the correlation, an estimate of t
influence of measurement error can be made. The square
of the product of the reliabilities of two tests gives an es
mate of the unsigned maximum correlation possible, giv
the measurement accuracy.

The reliability of the SIISRTa ~six measurements! is 0.9.
The reliability of the sensitivity to the distortion is muc
smaller: about 0.3. This is because the measurement e
add up when the slope is estimated. Between SIISRTa and
sensitivity, the maximum unsigned correlation possible
about 0.5. The correlation observed was20.2. Thus in the
speech processing problems of hearing-impaired listener
quantified by the SIISRTa, spectral cues are probably not th
only ones.

The reliability of the SIISRBT ~two measurements! is 0.7.
As a result, the estimate of the unsigned maximum corr
tion possible between SIISRBT and sensitivity is 0.5. The cor
relation observed was20.6. It may surprise that the absolu
value of the observed correlation is larger than the predic
maximum correlation. However, the predicted maximu
correlation is only a rough estimate. Therefore, all varian
seems explained.

In summary, the distorted speech processing of hear
impaired listeners measured by the SRBT test can be fully
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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explained by distorted processing of spectral informati
but with respect to the SRTa test other factors seem to af
intelligibility as well. This may be explained by the fact th
upward spread of masking plays a dominant role in
SRBT test, but not in the SRTa test.

E. Comparison to literature

1. Degradation of the intensity accuracy

The median detection threshold for intensity distorti
of hearing-impaired listeners is not significantly higher th
that of normal-hearing listeners. However, some heari
impaired listeners showed abnormally high distortion thre
olds. This is consistent with the literature about intens
discrimination ~for a review, see Florentineet al., 1993!.
Overall, hearing-impaired listeners discriminate as well
normal-hearing listeners at equal sound pressure levels,
intensity discrimination may even be better at equal sen
tion levels. However, for some hearing-impaired listen
markedly higher discrimination thresholds are observ
~Schroderet al., 1994; Buuset al., 1995!.

With respect to speech intelligibility as a function o
intensity distortion, no significant convergence of the perf
mances for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listen
was observed. In addition, no significant correlation betwe
the sensitivity to intensity distortion and the SII was foun
In contrast, in van Schijndelet al. ~2001! a significant corre-
lation between sensitivity to intensity distortion and SIISRBT

was observed. Several factors may account for this. Differ
listener groups were used in the previous and the pre
study. Since among hearing-impaired listeners a diversity
auditory deficits is observed~see, e.g., Noordhoeket al.,
2001!, this may lead to a different result. Moreover, althou
both groups of hearing-impaired listeners had compara
hearing loss, the presentation levels for the second grou
listeners was 7 dB lower than for the first group due to low
uncomfortable loudness levels. Due to this difference in
namic range, the same intensity perturbations may have
troduced different loudness perturbations~see van Schijnde
et al., 2001!. These factors may explain why the correlatio
in the present study is not significant while in the previo
study it was.

2. Degradation of the temporal accuracy

The median detection threshold for temporal distorti
of hearing-impaired listeners was not significantly high
than that of normal-hearing listeners. However, so
hearing-impaired listeners showed abnormally high detec
thresholds. This is in agreement with the literature ab
temporal resolution. Temporal-resolution deficits occur
some hearing-impaired listeners and not in others~see, e.g.,
Noordhoeket al., 2001!. Whether or not hearing-impaire
listeners show temporal-processing deficits also depend
the temporal-resolution test that is used. On some test
temporal resolution, most hearing-impaired listeners perfo
as well as normal-hearing listeners~Moore, 1995!. Other
tests clearly show that hearing-impaired listeners suffer fro
for example, excessive forward masking~Festen and Plomp
1983; Oxenham and Moore, 1995!.
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The performances of normal-hearing and heari
impaired listeners did not converge as a function of the d
tortion of temporal information. This agrees with the stu
of Duquesnoy and Plomp~1980!. They measured how sen
sitive normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners were
reverberation. Reverberation can be considered a very
tematic type of distortion of temporal information. The se
sitivity of the listeners to reverberation was compared to
Speech Transmission Index~Houtgast and Steeneken, 1973!.
Their results showed that hearing-impaired listeners wer
sensitive to reverberation as normal-hearing listeners.

Based on the previous text, one may conclude that
torted temporal processing is not a factor underlying p
speech intelligibility for the present group of hearin
impaired listeners. This conclusion seems to be in cont
with a recent study of Noordhoeket al. ~2001!. In this ex-
tensive study, relations between speech intelligibility and
ditory functions in the 1-kHz frequency region were inves
gated. Results show that a factor related to ‘‘reduc
temporal resolution and reduced frequency discriminat
seemed to relate to speech-processing deficits.’’ As alre
mentioned~Sec. III D!, in the present study not all varianc
can be explained by distorted spectral processing. Some
ance remains unexplained. The underlying factor of this
explained variance may be distorted temporal~or intensity!
processing.

The question remains why in the present study redu
temporal resolution did not show up clearly, while in Noor
hoeket al.’s study a factor related to temporal resolution a
frequency discrimination did. Probably, two differences b
tween Noordhoek’s study and the present study may acc
for this: First, different listener groups were used in Noo
hoek’s and the present study. As already mentioned in S
III E 1, since among hearing-impaired listeners a diversity
auditory deficits is observed, different listener groups m
lead to different results. Second, Noordhoek’s study conc
trated on the 1-kHz frequency region, while the present st
looked at the total region from 250 Hz to 4 kHz. Problem
related to reduced temporal resolution and/or frequency
crimination may be so frequency specific that looking a
broad frequency range obscures the problem.

3. Degradation of the spectral accuracy

The detection thresholds for spectral distortion were s
nificantly higher for the group of hearing-impaired listene
than for the group of normal-hearing listeners. In additio
convergence of speech-perception performance for norm
hearing and hearing-impaired listeners as a function of sp
tral distortion was observed. This agrees with the results
Turneret al. ~1995! that also showed convergence~see Sec.
I!. It is also in agreement with conclusions of the rece
study of Noordhoeket al. ~2001! that concludes that spectra
resolution ‘‘seemed to be related to suprathreshold spe
deficits.’’

The results of this study suggest that hearing-impai
listeners suffer from reduced frequency selectivity and t
this causes reduced speech intelligibility. This agrees w
the literature, in which it has been reported frequently t
hearing-impaired listeners suffer from reduced spectral re
540 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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lution. @For review see Tyler~1986!.# Reduced frequency
selectivity affects speech intelligibility in two ways. Firs
because of reduced frequency selectivity the spectral c
trasts in speech itself are less clear. Second, when frequ
selectivity is reduced, hearing-impaired listeners will suf
from excessive upward and downward spread of maskin

Ter Keurset al. ~1992!, ~1993! investigated the first ef-
fect. Speech and noise, having the same long-term ave
spectrum, were addedafter the smearing of the spectral en
velope. As a result, the effect of excessive masking was
simulated. Ter Keurset al. ~1993! observed that hearing
impaired listeners were as sensitive to reduced spectral
trasts in speech as normal-hearing listeners. They did fin
small but significant correlation between the SRT for u
smeared speech and auditory filter bandwidth, but they co
not explain this by a reduction of the spectral contrasts
speech.

In our study, the first and second effects were evalua
in combination, because first the noise was added to
speech and then the spectral information was distorted.
results strongly suggest that reduced frequency select
influences speech intelligibility in noise. Since the results
ter Keurs et al. ~1993! suggest that the first effect is no
responsible for reduced speech perception, the redu
speech intelligibility in noise observed in hearing-impair
listeners is probably mainly due to the second effect, i
excessive spread of masking. Thus for hearing-impaired
teners, it is more difficult to separate speech from compe
background noise.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the central question was how degrad
speech perception of hearing-impaired listeners relates
distorted auditory coding. To investigate this, the intens
time, and frequency information of sound were artificia
distorted after wavelet coding. The detection thresholds
the different types of distortion were measured to obtain
sight into how clearly hearing-impaired listeners could p
ceive a particular type of information. To investigate the
lation between distorted auditory coding and spee
perception, the distortion-sensitivity model was used.
hearing-impaired listeners are less sensitive with respec
speech perception than normal-hearing listeners to a par
lar type of distortion~intensity, time, or frequency!, this in-
dicates that this artificial distortion relates to the distort
auditory coding causing speech-perception problems.

The group results showed that the detection thresho
for hearing-impaired listeners with respect to the distort
of intensity and temporal information were not significan
higher than those for normal-hearing listeners. For the d
tortion of spectral information, the detection thresholds
the hearing-impaired listeners were significantly higher th
those for the normal-hearing listeners. Thus heari
impaired listeners may perceive spectral information l
clearly than normal-hearing listeners. With respect to
distortion-sensitivity model, the results~Fig. 6! did not show
that the group of hearing-impaired listeners was less se
tive than the group of normal-hearing listeners to intens
and temporal distortion. The group of hearing-impaired l
van Schijndel et al.: Coding accuracy and speech perception
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teners was less sensitive than normal-hearing listeners to
distortion of spectral information. Thus the group resu
suggest that distorted coding of spectral information is
important factor underlying the reduced speech intelligibil
observed in hearing-impaired listeners.

Also, the individual results were considered to inves
gate the relation between reduced speech intelligibility a
distorted coding of spectral information in more detail.
significant correlation between the SII, both SIISRTa and
SIISRBT, and the detection threshold for spectral distorti
was observed~Fig. 5!. Thus the data reveal a statistical rel
tion between the quality of speech processing, quantified
the SII, and the spectral coding accuracy, quantified by
detection threshold for spectral distortion. In addition, t
correlation between the SIISRBT and the sensitivity to spectra
distortion with respect to speech perception was signific
~Fig. 7!. Thus there is a statistical relation between the qu
ity of speech processing and the effect of distortion of
spectral cues on speech perception. The more pronou
the speech-perception problems of hearing-impaired liste
~in terms of the SII!, the less accurate the spectral audito
coding ~higher detection thresholds! and the less influence
the distortion of spectral information has on speech intell
bility ~lower sensitivity to spectral distortion!. The individual
results support the group result, strongly suggesting that
torted coding of spectral information is the factor underlyi
the suprathreshold problems encountered by many hea
impaired listeners when trying to perceive speech.

The sensitivity to spectral distortion could explain a
‘‘true’’ variance in the SIISRBT, i.e., all variance not due to
measurement error. Thus distorted auditory coding of sp
tral information may be the only factor underlying speec
processing deficits measured by means of the SRBT test.
However, sensitivity to spectral distortion could not expla
all ‘‘true’’ variance in the SIISRTa. This suggests that, beside
distorted coding of spectral information, other factors pla
role in the suprathreshold speech processing problem
hearing-impaired listeners as reflected in the SRTa test.

From the data of the present study the following gene
conclusions can be drawn.

~1! The distortion-sensitivity model may be a valuable to
to investigate the underlying causes of reduced spe
perception.

~2! Distorted auditory spectral coding may be an import
factor underlying the speech-perception problems
hearing-impaired listeners.

~3! Besides distorted coding of spectral information, oth
factors may play a role in reduced speech intelligibil
as well.
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1A function f (t) has compact support if it is zero outside the intervalT0

,t,T01DT.
2In van Schijndelet al. ~2001!, the random perturbation factor with whic
the modulus of each wavelet coefficient was multiplied was chosen fro
uniform distribution with boundaries2LD and1LD .

3This inherent characteristic of overlap-add procedures was describe
more detail by Baer and Moore~1993!. Without phase distortion, even fo
large random shifts along the spectral axis, basic periodicity in the s
trum is preserved due to the preserved coherence of the phase spect

4The rms duration of a real functionf (t) is defined by D t

ª@1/i f (t)i2#A*2`
` (t2t0)2u f (t)u2dt, with i f (t)i25A*2`

` f 2(t)dt and the
centert0ª@1/i f (t)i2

2#*2`
` tu f (t)u2dt. The rms bandwidth is defined analo

gously @see, e.g., Chui~1992!#.
5The ages of the group of normal-hearing listeners and the group of hea
impaired listeners did not match. From the normal-hearing listeners
were in their twenties, 1 was in her thirties, and 1 was in her sixties. F
the hearing-impaired listeners, 2 were in their twenties, 9 were in th
thirties, 3 were in their forties, 3 were in their fifties, and 9 were in th
sixties. In this study, it is assumed that differences in age do not affec
results. This assumption seems reasonable. Literature shows that, fo
teners under 70 years of age and with normal hearing, speech intelligib
performance does not vary with age~Studebakeret al., 1997!.

6Also, an alternative fit was used, the combination of a horizontal line an
sloping line. The subthreshold perturbations~perturbations lower than the
detection threshold! were fitted with a horizontal line and all data obtaine
with larger perturbations with a single sloping line that intercepts the h
zontal line at the perturbation threshold. The slope of the sloping lin
taken as an ‘‘alternative’’ measure of sensitivity. Using these ‘‘alternativ
sensitivities, the correlation with SIISRTa is significant@Spearman rank cor-
relation:20.4 (p,0.05)#, in contrast with the correlation with the ‘‘origi-
nal’’ sensitivity that was not significant. The correlation between ‘‘altern
tive’’ sensitivity and the SIISRBT is not significant @Spearman rank
correlation:20.3 (p50.07)#.

7Negative sensitivities to spectral perturbations may be explained by m
surement uncertainty and order/list effects.

8The ‘‘alternative’’ measure of sensitivity~see footnote 6! leads to the same
interpretation of the data. No clear trend between SIISRTaand ‘‘alternative’’
sensitivity is shown@Spearman rank correlation:20.1 (p50.5)#; there is a
correlation between SIISRBT and sensitivity@Spearman rank correlation
20.5 (p,0.05)#.
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